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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good evening, My name is Richard Dodge, and I’m Dean of the NSU Oceanographic Center and also Executive Director of our National Coral Reef Institute.Tonight I’d like to give you an overview of the Potential Environmental Impacts of the Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico on Florida’s sensitive  Coral Reef Ecosystems.



RATIONALE for CONCERN:

Why Fuss about Coral Reefs? 
Who cares?
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RATIONALE for CONCERN:��Why Fuss about Coral Reefs? �Who cares?PRESENTATION OVERVIEW:Reef DefinitionReef Ecosystems Value Southeast Florida’s reefsThreats from Oil



Wave resistant structures composed of 
a FRAMEWORK of hermatypic (reef 
building) corals. 
Corals are animals with included plants.

Coral Reef Definition
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Presentation Notes
Coral reefs are defined as wave resistant structures, constructed of calcium carbonate producing organisms, and composed of a framework of reef-building coral skeletons.Clearly, the organism known as coral is the key to a coral reef.Corals can grow large and in complex forms.  The coral itself is a relatively simple animal, essentially an inverted jellyfish with tentacles and a mouth.  This animal secretes a hard limestone skeleton. Each individual mouth is known as a polyp and many mouths or polyps combine colonially to form a coral colony.The coral animal is relatively unique in that included within the animal tissue are symbiotic plant cells called zooxanthellae.  Hence, the coral acts quite like a plant and needs light for its well being.



Extensive Geological History
(Geology = oil repositories)
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Presentation Notes
Coral reefs have a extensive geological history.   Originating nearly 500 million years ago, they have gone through long periods of boom and bust corresponding to the geological eras.  This figure shows some of the various forms of ancient reefs and their expression in the rock record.  Some 200 million years ago, corals similar to those of today evolved in the Triassic.  The K/T boundary and asteroid impact was only 65 million years ago.  Reefs took a plunge but persisted and today are flourishing, geologically speaking,  in the Cenozoic.
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Types of 
Coral Reefs
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Reefs take a variety of form.   They are built with the framework of component corals, many other carbonate forming organisms, and held together with a variety of cements. Interestingly and historically, the explanation of origin of Coral Reefs was developed by…..



Global Reef Distribution
East coasts of continents; tropics to subtropics, 
upper 50m; warm clear, low nutrient sea water
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Presentation Notes
Having learned a bit about the nature of reefs, Let’s talk now about distribution.Coral reefs are widely distributed in the tropics and the subtropics of the Globe, with emphasis on the east coasts of continents because of upwelling on west coasts.  Reefs  need seawater that is warm (but not too warm), clear, and with low nutrients for their health & survival.  



US 3rd largest Coral Reef Country:

US Atlantic Reefs
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Presentation Notes
Let’s talk Nationally.  We live in the US and so it  is of interest to talk about US Coral Reefs.  It is not widely understood that the US is a reef rich country!  US holdings of coral reefs are vast indeed.  Here we see In the Atlantic, ranging from Texas and Florida to the Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands.



Daytona to Jupiter 
Ivory Tree Coral 

SE Coral Reefs & Communiti

S.Florida Reef Tract 
Dry Tortugas through Keys

FLORIDA’S CORAL 
RESOURCES

West Florida Shelf
Offshore ledges

FLORIDA ONLY STATE IN 
CONTINENTAL N.AM WITH 
SHALLOW WATER  MARINE 
ECOSYSTEMS OF MANGROVES, SEA 
GRASS, AND CORAL REEFS.
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Florida has extensive coral reef resourcesFlorida Reef development extends from the West coast of Florida in the Middle grounds and especially from the south in the Dry Tortugas, extending north through the Keys, past Biscayne Bay & Miami, where significant reefs and reef communities extend northward along SE Florida (Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Martin Counties).   Hard grounds and deep reefs extent farther northwards.



Florida has 
Extensive  

Deep Cold-
Water Coral 
Ecosystems 

as well



US Pacific Reefs
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Presentation Notes
In the Pacific, the distances are vast and the US holdings are equally so.Reefs range from the semi-territory of Palau, an independent country with a US Post Office and zip code, through Guam, Micronesia, the Marianas, Marshalls, American Samoa, and Hawaii.



Florida Leads in the Nation in 
area / amount of Coral Reef 

Ecosystems! (NOAA potential)

Florida 84%
PR & VI 7%
Hawaii 8%
Other 1% (Guam, American Samoa, 

CNMI, Other Pacific)

FLORIDA:
• 36,813 sq km inside 10-fm depth (2X NJ!) 
• 43,059 sq km inside 100-fm (area of Iowa!)
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Interestingly, the area of US reefs is distributed with Florida as  the clear leader with a reef  area 2 times the size of New Jersey for shallow reefs!... This area is Much greater than all the Pacific and other Atlantic holdings combined, FULLY 84% of US coral reefs.One reason is the broad shelf area of Florida which allows greater area of reef and reef ecosystems to flourish as opposed to the steep and limited shelf regions in the Pacific and elsewhere.



Value of Coral Reefs
Local/National/Global

Ecological
•Habitat & Structure
•Biodiversity

Economic 
•Commercial Fishery
•Recreation:
•Diving, fishing, boating
•Erosion protection
•Sand source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we care about coral reefs?  There are two good reasons.  They have great value and  they are degrading and are under severe threat .   Let’s address value briefly.Coral reefs as entities spanning both time and space can be said to have high intrinsic value.They have ecological importance.  Coral reefs are often considered the rainforests of the oceans, harboring a wealth of Biodiversity and chemicals, which may have importance for human health. They provide physical and biological habitat for a host of many organisms.  Through production of limestone skeletons, they contribute to decreasing the effects of global warming through removal of greenhouse gasses, such as CO2.They have economic importance in a variety of ways. Their habitat creates a fishery for fish and shellfish.  This is important commercially and recreationally.•Their presence creates a recreation diving and boating industry.•They offer erosion protection from long waves to our beaches•Supply sand to the beaches. As an interesting aside for one way to view economic value:·A grounding at Looe Key reef in the Florida Keys settled for $10,000/m2, ·This equals = $10,000,000,000/km2..   $10 billion/km2·US has at 18,000km2 of reefs, ·Hence, US reefs worth up to $180,000,000,000,000... $180 trillionDr. Grace Johns will be speaking to you shortly about the astounding value of South Florida’s coral reef ecosystems.



Observations –
October 22, 2009

How much are coral 
ecosystems worth? Try 
$172 billion--A year UNEP 
Pavan Sukhdev

Food, raw materials, 
ornamental resources; Climate 
regulation, moderation of 
extreme events, waste 
treatment / water purification, 
biological control; Cultural 
services (recreation/tourism) 
Maintenance genetic diversity
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The economic value of reefs is truly astounding.  Here’s a report in Scientific American on a very recent UNEP study indicating annual global value of over 170 billion dollars!The slide lists the many intrinsic and extrinsic factors which went into the valuation calculation.



Direct Economics For FLA.

•President Obama take note: Coral Reefs 
are their own Stimulus Package

•5 Florida Counties >US$6 Billion 
annual use value, 71,000 jobs! 
•Broward County alone:>US$2 Bill./yr !!
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In terms of direct and indirect economics, The President should take note: Coral Reefs are their own Stimulus PackageThey can generate $100K to $600K / km2/yr.  e.g., 5 Florida Counties >US$6 Billion annual use value, 71,000 jobs! Broward County alone;>US$2 Billon/yr !! The Global assett valule is estimated at $800 Billion.Calculated in another way, a grounding at Looe Key reef in the Florida Keys settled for $10,000/m2, · The US has at 18,000 sq km of reefs, THUS·US reefs worth up to $180 trillion dollars



Coral Reefs Globally In Crisis
“Coral reefs continue to deteriorate in all areas where 
human activities are concentrated… in addition… increase in 
sea surface temperatures resulted in extensive coral 
bleaching and mortality over large parts...” Wilkinson, C., Ed., Status of Coral 

Reefs of the World 2000

• Ship/Anchor groundings
• Sedimentation/turbidity 
• Eutrophication
• Over-harvesting
• Hurricanes
• Disease
• OIL & other Pollution
• Exotic Species

Global:
• CLIMATE CHANGE: Global 

Warming & 
Bleaching; 

• CO2 / acidic ocean 
• Lack of basic scientific data 

from individual reefs up to 
the ecosystem

Coral Reef Stressors:

Presenter
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The Problem Coral reefs in Florida, nationally, and globally are in crisis from seemingly myriad causes.  In many cases, it has been difficult or impossible to pin “blame” to a single culprit. In some cases detrimental effects are well known. These include both effects from natural causes and the activities of man.   Perturbations are caused from: Hurricanes, Global Warming (bleaching) ; Ship groundings, Anchor draggingsSedimentation/turbidity from run off, development, beach renourishment projects Fiber optics, undersea pipelines, Eutrophication / pollutionOver-harvesting of resources, Diseases,  Exotic speciesCO2 rise =>acidic ocean ; Lack of basic scientific data from individual reefs up to the ecosystem level The results of such effects can be devastating and are cause for concern on how best to conserve and protect the precious national resource of coral reefs. In Florida, the FMRI Coral Reef Monitoring Project has sampled reef habitat in the Florida Keys continuously since 1996. From 1996-2000, stony coral coversignificantly decreased in 63.9% of stations, was unchanged at 32.6% and showedsignificant gain at 3.5% of stations.To recapitulate, globally more than 50% of reefs are under medium or high threat from degradation effects of man. In many parts of Florida reefs, there has been significant and dramatic decrease in percentage coral cover.  These figures are cause for concern, if not alarm and cry out for policy considerations. 



Coral Reef Trouble

http://media.economist.com/imag
es/20090516/D2009WW0.jpg
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BUT…..No good dead goes unpunished!  Now that we understand something about Reef Description, Origin, Extent, and Value, let’s examine THREATS.And Today, there are many Threats, and Coral  Reefs are in Trouble.



DWH OIL

On top of multiple existing stressors, 
will DWH Oil impacts be the straw…?

STRAW

CAMEL
NAMED
CORAL

SAGGING
BACK

http://bp1.blogger.com/_LAM2S3vqiU0/R1HTtCLe_nI/AAAAAAAAAVY/2Q2gkiBCd3E/s1600-R/camel_straw.jpg�


Oil and Corals Do Not Mix
•Short exposure to floating oil: survivable
•Longer and/or chronic oil exposure leads to:
Excessive mucous production
Behavioral changes
Reproductive failure
Tissue Bleaching
Morality

•Dispersed Oil (Dispersant and Oil) are 
especially toxic & onerous for Coral Reefs



Oil Spill Laboratory and Field 
Studies and Experiments

•Floating oil, longish exposure
High levels of injury, slow growth
Chronic sediments and oil from mangroves 
degradation
Decreased reproduction
Morality

•Dispersed Oil (Dispersant and Oil) 
High morality (corals, sponges, crustaceans)
Mangroves and sediments saved
Long term effects on reefs



Are our Coral Reefs at Risk?
Yes:
Almost certainly 
as spill continues:
FLOATING &
SUBMERGED
Entrainment in:
Loop Current
Fla Current
Gulf Stream

Likely Impacts to 
Reef Ecosystems 
of Keys & 
Southeast Florida



Degree of Impact Depends on:

•Amount of Oil
•Type of Oil: Floating vs. Submerged
•Degree of Weathering

•Amount of dissolved Toxics
•Duration of Exposure
•Dispersant Use
•Chronic re-exposure
•Actions of Other Stressors



Visualizing 
the size of 

the spill

http://www.ifitwasmyhome.com/

Current Surface Slick in Gulf

Scale (if it were here in 
Davie!)



Daytona to Jupiter 
Ivory Tree Coral 

SE Coral Reefs & Communiti

S.Florida Reef Tract 
Dry Tortugas through Keys

FLORIDA’S CORAL 
RESOURCES

West Florida Shelf
Offshore ledges

FLORIDA ONLY STATE IN 
CONTINENTAL N.AM WITH 
SHALLOW WATER  MARINE 
ECOSYSTEMS OF MANGROVES, SEA 
GRASS, AND CORAL REEFS.
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Florida has extensive coral reef resourcesFlorida Reef development extends from the West coast of Florida in the Middle grounds and especially from the south in the Dry Tortugas, extending north through the Keys, past Biscayne Bay & Miami, where significant reefs and reef communities extend northward along SE Florida (Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Martin Counties).   Hard grounds and deep reefs extent farther northwards.



Deep Cold-Water Coral Ecosystems

• At risk, 
especially 
from 
submerged oil



Culprit is the Loop Current
The victim may be Florida



What can we do?
Try to stop the Leak
Dilute Oil BEFORE it reaches sensitive Florida 

Reef Ecosystems
Understand dimensions and trajectories of 

Floating & Submerged Oil
No dispersant use near reefs
Best Case Scenario: Oil is floating and highly 

weathered upon arrival; little or no effect!
Worst Case: Significant impacts
PREPARE with infrastructure & research for 

next event



We Need (better) Ocean Observing

The Latest Gulf Oil Spill Information from SECOORA

•One of 11 RAs nationwide through the Integrated 
Ocean Observing System (IOOS®). 

•Integration of coastal/ocean observing in SE US 
•Coordinate coastal and ocean observing activities 
•Facilitates dialogue among stakeholders
•Benefits from the sustained operation of a COOS

FL, GA, SC, NC

http://secoora.org/�


True for spills and for drilling



Drilling Impacts Ocean 
Observing System (DIOOS): 

Understanding 
impacts on the 
coastal ocean, 
resources, and 
economy.

NSU Proposal to NOAA,
January 2007

Observing oil and gas drilling waste and spills 
in the Straits of Florida and Gulf of Mexico:
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THANK YOU!
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Good evening, My name is Richard Dodge, and I’m Dean of the NSU Oceanographic Center and also Executive Director of our National Coral Reef Institute.Tonight I’d like to give you an overview of the Potential Environmental Impacts of the Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico on Florida’s sensitive  Coral Reef Ecosystems.
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